In the century following the short-lived parliamentary experiment of 1653-9, public discussion of the prospect of another Anglo-Irish union was never more than sporadic. Among Englishmen, very few even gave the idea a second thought. One who did was Sir William Petty, the political economist and 'indefatigable projector', who devised grandiose plans of bringing representatives of all three kingdoms into a single imperial parliament, and toyed with fantastic ideas of transferring populations in order to bring Irish and English society into congruity.
1
Operating in the world of practical politics, however, monarchs and their English ministers flinched at the likelihood of complicating the management of the Westminster parliament by an infusion of unpredictable Irish Members. In any case, the operation of Poynings' Law, and the assumption by the English Parliament of a right to determine by itself all matters of Anglo-Irish concern, and indeed to legislate for Ireland if the need arose, meant that there was no constitutional imperative tending towards union; from an English point of view, no urgency to consider alternative arrangements to improve the efficiency of Anglo-Irish governance. Serious interest in the idea of an Anglo-Irish union was thus confined to Ireland and its Protestant propertied elite, from which, intermittently, proposals, recommendations and humble requests for union would issue. The first seems to have occurred in 1668 when, according to a pamphlet published some 40 years later, Charles II received a petition 'signed by most of the considerable persons' in Ireland requesting a union.
2 After the Glorious Revolution and the Williamite war there was a further flurry of interest. Several pamphlets on the 'problem of Ireland' either argued for union directly or mentioned its desirability en passant. As an Anglo-Scottish union loomed nearer, and was eventually brought to completion in 1707, the possibility (albeit remote) that Ireland might be included in these new constitutional arrangements agitated the minds of a few political writers (among them Swift), and even featured in the debates of the Irish parliament, with both houses presenting addresses to Queen Anne expressing their hope that she might consider extending the geographical scope of the union treaty. These requests were predictably ignored, and little more was publicly heard of British-Irish union until the resurrection of the idea in a pamphlet published in two parts in 1729 and 1731 by the 'patriot' MP and apostle of economic improvement Arthur Dobbs, An essay upon the trade of Ireland, 3 whose pleas for union as the ultimate guarantee of Ireland's economic regeneration were echoed by his fellow improver Samuel Madden in Reflections and resolutions proper for the gentlemen of Ireland, which appeared in 1738.
While some historians, including the present author, 4 have been less than impressed by the quantity and quality of this evidence, as capable of demonstrating any great and continuing enthusiasm for union among Irish Protestants, others have taken a different view. In a pioneering work, published in 1959, on the survival and development of the ideas of the English 'commonwealthmen' into the eighteenth century, Caroline Robbins devoted an entire chapter to the Irish republican tradition and its exponents, who included at least one apparent devotee of union, Henry Maxwell, of Finnebrogue in County Down.
5
Maxwell's presentation of the case for an Anglo-Irish union, in a celebrated pamphlet of 1703, effected the link between the Irish 'commonwealthmen' and unionism, not least because its case rested in part on libertarian arguments which deliberately invoked the 'Country' ideology promoted by Robert Molesworth and his civic humanist circle in Dublin, to which Maxwell was said by Robbins to have belonged. Since English republicans in the 1650s had given careful consideration to the relationship of colonies to mother-states, and had recommended, and indeed practised, union as an option, Robbins was able to identify unionism as an element in the English republican tradition, and more particularly in Anglo-Irish republicanism. 6 In 1987 a more comprehensive account of early Irish unionism was provided by James Kelly in an important article tracing the intellectual origins of the Act of Union back to the eighteenth century. 7 Kelly's primary argument was that there was a slow and steady growth in support for union, on both sides of the Irish Sea, in the second half of the eighteenth century. But in order to set the scene, he followed the development of the idea back to the seventeenth century, citing pamphlets, private letters and Irish parliamentary addresses as evidence that 'there was widespread agreement
